
ButtonWorx™ Universal keypad repair buttons 
For rubber contact keypads only (not compatible with metal snap domes) 
 
1) Critical - Always clean the circuit board with 70% or 90% isopropyl alcohol! 

Use rags, cotton balls, old toothbrush or Q-tips 
2) Plan your button placement and trim individual buttons down using scissors if needed. 
3) Check for any metal or conductive tracings that are not part of the switch. 

The black dot on the repair button cannot be allowed to touch other metal parts! 
4) Peel brown paper off button.  
5) Stick button down to the circuit board. (NOT the rubber keypad) 
6) Any questions? Please EMAIL ME: sales@p1repair.com  
 
Make sure the black part of the button repair is centered over the button contacts to be fixed. The black  
material should not be allowed to ever come into contact with other conductive parts of the keypad other  
than the two sides of the exposed switch contacts  

Once assembled, the rubber keypad presses down on the repair button pad 
and the black material is pressed down onto the two sides of the switch  
contact, completing the switch. 

CRTITICAL! Black material can never, ever, ever be allowed to touch other 
conductive parts of the circuit board. If you cannot avoid putting the black  
material over one of these you must insulate the metal first. You can use white-
out or small pieces of scotch tape over any conductive areas to prevent the black 
dot material from ever touching them.   

Metal parts connected directly to the switch contacts    can be ignored.  

Important 
The goal is to install the membrane 
repair FLAT as possible. You do not 
want to warp the membrane. No need 
to push down hard on the adhesive. It 
only needs to stay in place for final 
assembly. The rubber keypad will hold 
the repair part in place.  
 
There is only a tiny space under the 
conductive material. If the repair is 
warped, cupped, bent, etc… then the 
conductive material can potentially 
touch the circuit board when not being 
pressed. This can cause buttons to 
activate on their own or stuck buttons 
that prevent other buttons for working 
at all.   

How to  prevent buttons from sticking down on certain button designsHow to  prevent buttons from sticking down on certain button designsHow to  prevent buttons from sticking down on certain button designsHow to  prevent buttons from sticking down on certain button designs    

Fig1 

Shown in Fig1 is a rubber keypad button with a 3mm black 
conductive dot that is encircled by additional rubber pads ( )   
In this design the pads take up a significant portion of space. 
When pressed they will apply pressure over the entire repair 
pad potentially forcing out all the air and creating a vacuum 
that holds the repair button down permanently.   
 
If required, you can solve this by cutting away a small section 
of the adhesive spacer so as to allow air to freely move in and 
out of the button. (See Fig 2 and 3) Try to make the air gap as 
small as possible.   
 
Some buttons already have an air gap in the design. (Fig4) Fig2 
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Fig4 



Troubleshooting 
 
Note: The repair pad is made with 3 layers. The paper will always peel off easily no matter how old. If the paper does 
not peel off easily (after you get a corner started) you may have split the layers and are attempting to peel the repair 
pad apart!  The brown paper is has a shiny wax coating and will never pull off any sticky adhesive.  
 
Most or all buttons stop working after installation 
1) If a button is stuck down then most other buttons will not work. 

• Check the rubber keypad to see if any buttons are jammed or if they feel stiff 

• Check for small bits of plastic or other foreign material between the repair pad and the rubber pad 

• Check to see if any of the repair pad buttons are caved in (cupped) 

• Make sure repair pad is not creased or badly bent 
        Also see #3 at the bottom* 

2) The repair pad should be stuck to the hard circuit board. If you tried to stick it to a rubber keypad then it is      
upside down and will not work 
 
Buttons are hard to press 
Did you completely clean the circuit board before installation?  
If the problem is minor, the new buttons will perform a little better after some use. 
Is the repair keypad properly aligned?  
 
The repair pad made no difference 
If all your buttons were bad before then it’s probably not failing buttons but a more serious problem. 

ButtonWorx repair pads are for buttons that fail slowly over time from heavy use. If a row of buttons does not work or 

a large group of buttons suddenly stopped working one day, there could be damage to the circuit board and a repair 

keypad will not repair the circuit board. 

 

*If the buttons have been repaired before using conductive paint then small pieces of that paint can fall off and short 

out a button. This can be extremely difficult to see and sometimes very hard to clean off. You may need to soak the 

circuit board contacts for many minutes with isopropyl and scrub with a Q-tip or even scrape between each fork 

contact with a pin or other pointy instrument. 


